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ABC-CLIO, United States, 2003. Hardback. Condition: New. New.. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****.This two-volume set teaches students about the early days of the
slave trade and the contributions made by Africans-both free and enslaved-to the greatest
moments of American history. Students will learn about the fight against slavery, the laws that
made African Americans less than equal even after slavery was abolished, and the continuing
struggle for civil rights. The volumes also cover the many remarkable African-American
achievements in science, the arts, business, and popular culture. The history of African Americans is
rich, vast, and sometimes overwhelmingly complex for students approaching the subject for the
first time. This two-volume set begins with an overview essay of the remarkable history of African
Americans, from the earliest days of slavery to the stories, figures, achievements, and continued
struggles of the present day. An integrated timeline and A-Z section of key events, issues, groups,
and terms-including relevant court cases and legislation regarding African Americans-clearly
present significant historical aspects for students. Important primary source documents are
highlighted in sidebars throughout each volume. Special care is taken, particularly with older
documents, to excerpt enough material to contextualize quotes and...
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ReviewsReviews

Basically no terms to clarify. It is actually writter in basic terms rather than confusing. I found out this ebook from my dad and i suggested this book to find
out.
-- Elinore Vandervort-- Elinore Vandervort

If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. I could possibly comprehended every little thing out of this composed e pdf. I am quickly could get a
enjoyment of looking at a composed book.
-- Mrs. Mariam Hartmann-- Mrs. Mariam Hartmann
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